The Commission, by its International Bureau, took the following actions pursuant to delegated authority. The effective date of these actions is the release date of this Notice, except where an effective date is specified.

### Modification to PDR/PPL

**Grant of Authority**

**Nature of Service:** Fixed Satellite Service

On August 11, 2020, the Satellite Division reissued the market access conditions for the NSS-6 space station to reflect a 0.3º degree change in orientation of one of the satellite's beams. Grant of this change was requested pursuant to 25.117(h)(2) of the Commission's rules and became effective on June 19, 2020.

### Special Temporary Authority

**Grant of Authority**

**Nature of Service:** Intelsat License LLC, as debtor-in-possession

On August 13, 2020, the Satellite Division granted, with conditions, the request of Intelsat License LLC as debtor-in-possession (Intelsat) for special temporary authority, for an additional period of 180 days, to continue to operate a C/Ku-band satellite, the JCSAT-RA space station, at the 168.9º E.L. orbital location to provide fixed-satellite service in the 3940-4200 MHz (space-to-Earth), 6225-6485 MHz (Earth-to-space), 12.2-12.75 GHz (space-to-Earth), and 13.75-14.5 GHz (Earth-to-space) frequency bands. Intelsat will continue to conduct telemetry, tracking and command operations necessary to maintain JCSAT-RA at the 168.9º E.L. orbital location using the center frequencies of 13.9935 GHz and 14.496 GHz (Earth-to-space); and 4199.55 MHz, 12.2485 GHz, 12.7472 GHz, 12.74835 GHz and 12.74975 GHz (space-to-Earth).
On August 13, 2020, the Satellite Division granted, with conditions the request of DIRECTV Enterprises, LLC, for a 60-day extension of its special temporary authority to operate the DIRECTV T8 space station from the 100.75° W.L. orbital location. DIRECTV will provide Direct Broadcast Service using the 12.2-12.7 GHz and 17.3-17.8 GHz frequency bands, and operate telemetry, tracking, and command using the following center frequencies: 17307.00 MHz (Earth-to-space); and 12203.25 MHz and 12203.75 MHz (space-to-Earth).

On August 13, 2020, the Satellite Division granted, with conditions, the request of DIRECTV Enterprises, LLC, for special temporary authority, for 60 days, beginning on September 1, 2020, to drift its T8 space station from the 100.75° W.L. orbital location to the 119.05° W.L. orbital location, and operate from the 119.05° W.L. orbital location. DIRECTV will provide Direct Broadcast Service using the 12.2-12.7 GHz and 17.3-17.8 GHz frequency bands, and operate telemetry, tracking, and command using the following center frequencies: 17307.00 MHz (Earth-to-space); and 12203.25 MHz and 12203.75 MHz (space-to-Earth).

For more information concerning this Notice, contact the Satellite Division at 202-418-0719; TTY 1-888-835-5322.